
THE  ELLIPTIC ̂-FUNCTIONS

CONSIDERED  AS  A  SPECIAL  CASE  OF  THE

HYPERELLIPTIC  ^-FUNCTIONS *

BY

OSKAR  BOLZA

The object of the following paper is two-fold :

1) To give a sketch of the theory of the elliptic cr-f unctions as they appear in

the light of the theory of the hyperelliptic cr-functions.

2) To serve as an introduction for a subsequent paper in which an analogous

presentation of the theory of the hyperelliptic ovfunctions will be given. Only

such methods will therefore be used which are capable of an extension to the

hyperelliptic case.

§1.   Canonical systems of associated integrals of the first, second

and third kind.-f

We start from the algebraic equation

(1) f=R(x),

where

(2) R(x) = A0xA A- ±Axx3 A- QA2x2 + 4.43a; + Ai

= A0(x — aa)(x — ax)(x — a^(x — a3)

is a biquadratic whose roots are all distinct.

We construct the Riemann-surface T and the canonical cross cuts A,, A2 by

which T is transformed into the simply connected surface P, as in the adjoined

diagram, in which the full lines are drawn in the upper sheet, the dotted lines

in the lower sheet.

We shall say that an integral of the first kind, w, and an integral of the

* Presented to the Society (Chicago) December 28, 1899. Received for publication January

8, 1900.
t Compare : Bolza, On Weierstrass' Systems of hyperelliptic Integrals of the first and second

kind, Chicago Congress Papers, 1893, p. 1, and the references there given. Also Baker, Abel's

Theorem, art. 138-140.
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second kind, Z, form a canonical system, if the bilinear relation between their

periods :

has the " canonical " form

(3)

w

Z H
2co„

W - Vi = 2" '

There always exists an infinity of such canonical systems, and if w, Z is one such

system, every other, w ,  Z,  is contained in the form

(4)

w = cw

cZ = Z + ew + r(x, y) ,

where c and e are arbitrary constants and r(x, y) an arbitrary rational function

of x and y, (x, y) being the variable upper limit of the integrals.

The most general integral of the third kind P^° with the parameters £0, !;x

and the limits x0, xx contains one arbitrary constant ; its periods at the

cross-cuts AK are expressible in terms of the integrals of the first and second

kind w^°, Z^°, taken in J' from f0 to i-l. By a proper choice of the con-

stant we can make the integral of the second kind disappear, which determines

the constant unambiguously. The integral of the third kind thus uniquely

associated with a  given canonical  system   we   denote by P^0 ; its  period

PA at AA turns out to be

(5) P  = - 2nw .Mo
(¿ = 1,2).

As a consequence of (5), this integral is always commutative .

(6)
pAxt°= Pfli°.

f 1«0 *1*0 "
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The explicit expression of such a system of associated integrals of the first,

second and third kind can be obtained, in the most general way, as follows :

Let F (x, f ) be an integral function of x and £ of degree two in each variable,

satisfying the following conditions :

1)     F(Ç,x) = F(x, £),

(7) 2)     i^,£) = i?(£),

i nñ^-m-
R'(x) being the derivative of R(x) ; then the integrals

•Qdx
w -f //

(8) ^--¿p3+^fc + f(.fr)

i,fo     J..Jt.   2(x-x')2yy>B\

where (7 is an arbitrary constant, r(x, y) an arbitrary rational function of x, y,

n2 = R(£), and y'2 = R(x'), form a system of associated integrals, and every

such system can be obtained in this manner.

If we pass from the canonical system w, Z to another w, Z by the trans-

formation (4), the integral B¡^o and the function F(x, f) connected with w, Z

are:

r,'o 7>l'-''o „nl.xx°l.AAo
t t = Jr t t — ew    w      )

/Q\ SlSO SiSo

] F(x, Ç) = F(x, f) - 2eG\x - f)2.

The following two special values of F(x, f) are of particular importance for the

sequel :

(10) F(x,C) = A2xA¡,

where symbolically

R(x) = Al;

(11) F(x, f) = w>(xyw) A <KÏMx)l

where

R(x) = <b(x)^(x)

is a decomposition of R(x) into two quadratic factors.
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§2.   Weierstrass' ^-functions.*

(a) As functions of u.

With every canonical system of integrals w, Z and every system of cross-

cuts A,, A2, there is further uniquely associated a function ©|j¡](w) as follows :

Three constants a, ß, t being defined by

(12) 2coxa = rll,   2/5«,), = 1,   cû1t=cù2,

(13) ©RIO) = E ea"2+2-'f3"("+|)+'r;T(^f)2+"i"(''+f ),
V=-CB

g and h being integers.    The series is convergent since in consequence of our

agreements concerning the cross-cuts

\icox)
>0.

The principal properties of these functions are :

©G] (« + 2«,) = (- i/e***-* oca («).
OR] (u + 2o»2) = (- l)"e^(»+^0Q] („).

Every integral transcendental function of u which satisfies the two relations

(14) differs from ©Q'] (u) only by a constant factor.

If we pass from one canonical system to another by means of the transforma-

tion (4), the ©-functions corresponding to the two systems are connected by the

relation

(15) ©[;;](c«) = eje"2@K](«)-

On the other hand, if we pass to another system of cross-cuts by the linear

transformation of periods

/16x ¿i = P<°i A qo2<

c7,2 =p'a>x + q'a>2,

the old and the new ©-functions are connected by the relation

(i7) »caw-cm •*©(«).
where CTj] is independent of u and

g=pq+ pg + qh,

h = p'q' + p'g + q'h .

* Compare : Weierstrass, Lectures on elliptic and hyperelliptic functions ; Schottky,

Abet sehe Functionen von drei Variabein, §1 ; Baker, Abel's Theorem, art. 189.
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(b) In the Riemann-surface.

If we substitute in the odd ©-function for u an integral of the first kind :

u = vft, the function ©['](wxf) vanishes in the point x = £ and in no other

point of the Riemann-surface.

More generally, for every characteristic [•■[] there exists a half-period k[(]

such that ®[_f](vf( + k[jß) vanishes for x = Í; and in no other point of T'.

Now k\Jß , as every half-period, can be expressed in two different ways in the

form

/£[;;] = e0w"<> A- e,w°' + e2uf* -f e3wn* (mod 2a>x, 2«2)

where e0, e,, e2, e3 are each 0 or 1 and wx is w*"0.

For the dissection of § 1 the result is

k\X] = uf A- w"1 =w"> A- iv"3

A[°] =wao A- w"2=w"3 A- w"1

k[lA\ = w"" A- w"3 = vi"1 A w"2

With every even characteristic [J] there is therefore associated a decomposi-

tion of the biquadratic R into two quadratic factors : R = cbyfr , called the

algebraic characteristic of the function ©["](?<)•

Setting

cb„ = const,  (x - a A (x — aA) , ^ = B/<j>K,

we shall denote by 0^ ^ (w) or shorter ®(u)„ the ©-function with the algebraic char-

acteristic 4>xy}rx , by kK the corresponding constant k['ß , and by ©(«)0 or simply

®(u) the odd ©-function, the elements of all the characteristics being reduced

to 0 or 1.

If we substitute in (17) :

u = w*t + ¿DO >

the left-hand side vanishes for x = !; , hence also the right-hand side, therefore

(18) ÏÈ=*Klf

i. e., the algebraic characteristic remains unaltered under a linear transforma-

tion of the periods.

From the properties of the function ®(uf% + k¡)K follows the theorem well

known in the theory of abelian functions :

©f>xi + k\ ©(wr°f° + JcX        p"°
* A'A       \ A'A _     _J   tt

®(wxS<>A- h)®(wx°( + k\ ~
^ A'A       "■ A'A

<19)
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for X = 0, 1, 2, 3 with k0 = 0, P^° being the integral of the third kind as-

sociated with the canonical system w, Z from which the ©-functions are derived.

Now determine with Klein* £, £0 by means of the addition-theorem so that

wJo + kK = 0]

x¡¿  ,   7   _n     mod(2o),,2û)2),
wx°  + kk = 0

X having one of the values 1, 2, 3, and substitute the values of £, f0 in (19).

The result is Klein's  Theorem

®2(WXXQ)K _ (^W) ^>o) + ^^o) SfF))2   p-o

1    } e*(0)X 4Wo e ■*

where x, œ0 are the conjugate places to x, xg in P and also the path x0x is con-

jugate to the path xQx.

The consideration of the zeros and poles of the quotient

®'\wxx°)

®2(wxx°)„

leads to an analogous expression for the odd function

(21) ®2(wxx°) = 7 ^ ~ x°? eFxx°
v yy0

7 being a constant whose value is found by expansion according to powers of

(22) 7 = G2® (0)

®'(u) denoting the derivative of ®(u) .

§ 3.  The Alfunctions and the functions p(u)K .f

We now define in accordance with a notation used by Weierstrass :

®(u~) ®(u)
(23) ÄI{U)K = ^      ÄKu) = _Ä^ (*-l,».i)

From the properties of the ©-functions flow at once the following theorems con-

cerning the ^¿-functions :

*Mathematische  Annalen, vol. 27, p. 447.

f Compare Bolza, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 17, p. 26.
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1) If we pass from one canonical system of integrals to another by the

transformation (4), the Al-iunctions belonging to the two systems are connected

by the relation

(24) Al(cu)K=é™*Al(u)K (A = o, l, 2, 3).

2) If we pass to another system of cross-cuts by a linear transformation of

the periods, each Alfunction remains unchanged.

3) If we replace u by the integral of the first kind wxx°, we obtain :

(25) Ai2(wxx«y= [^«M«*) ̂ KH^q) 'Wr¿™ (,=1,2> 3)
v v     ' ^yy0

(26) ai2(wxxo ) = (fl,-a0' e^
'      yy0

4) The formulae for the addition of periods to the argument have exactly

the same form as for the ©-functions.

We further define p(u)k by the equation

,«„, . v d2 log Al(u\

(27) x«)*--Is-AA (A=0' ».2- 3>

and write ^»(w) = ^>(w)0.

Now take the second logarithmic derivative of (19) with respect to x and £,

we obtain

(M\    ■ r2n(o„*C\     yv + B(x,Ç)
(28) G p(w f) =    2(aj _ t)2

From this fundamental formula follow a number of consequences by giving £ ;

or x and £ special values :

p(w^o)- ^K'O .
^W     J-2(aA-a0)2'

we denote this constant by

p(wvo) = ex (^ = 1,2, 3).

Then further

and after differentiation



(31)
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(30) ^'K'°) = -i/|^-2-

Hence follow the equations

^22r   r  \ n       Al\u\
G\p(u) - eA] = 2^- ,

p'2(u) = 4(p(u) - e)(p(u) - e2)(p(u) - e3) ,

= ip3(u) - yxp2(u) — y2p(u) - 73        say,

G3v'(u) = - 2AKu\Al^)»AK^\
1 v ' Al3(u)

We can use the differential equation (31) to determine the first terms in the

expansion of p(u) and obtain

p(u) = u~2 + T^7, + - • • .

Hence

(32) Al(u) = G-\u - ^7l«8 + .-.],

Al(u\ ■ Al(u)2 ■ Al(u)3 = 1 — -|7,m2 + • • •.

The last expansion can also be obtained independently of the differential equa-

tion from the result that

p(0)K=-Al"(0)K=ex;

hence •

(33) Al(u)K=l-±e,u2+....

§ 4.   The crfunctions.*

So far no special assumption has been made concerning the canonical system

of integrals of the first and second kind with which the ^/-functions are as-

sociated.

We now propose so to determine the canonical system that in the expansions

(31) the second term disappears.

According to (9) and (10) we can always write F( x, f) in the form

F(x, C) = A2A¡-2eG2(x-C)2;

* Compare Klein, Ueber hyperelliptische Sigmafunctionen, Mathematische Annalen, vol.
27.
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then e„ takes the form

G\ = I ̂ l A- &R"(%) -•--*(♦*, **}, - «MA   -  a0

and therefore

7, = 4(e, + e2+e3) = 12ef7-2.

Hence in order to make 7, = 0 , we must choose  e = 0 ; we further choose

G = 1 and thus obtain the result :

For the canonical system characterized by

(34) W= JA,'  Fix^)-KA

the following  simplifications  take place in  the  expansions  of the Al-  and

pfunctions :

1) In the expansion of pu the constant term disappears.

2) In the expansion of Al(u) the first term is u, the term in u3 disappears.

3) In the expansion of the product Al(u)x ■ Al(u)., ■ Al(u)3 the term in u2

disappears.

4) At the same time the differential equation for pu simplifies to

(35) 2>'2(u) = 4ft\u) - g2p(u) - g3

where g.,, g, are the quadratic and cubic invariants of R(x).

The last result shows that the Al- and pfunctions corresponding to this par-

ticular canonical system are identical with Weierstrass' cr- and ^functions.

But there is still another and even more important consequence of this special

choice of the canonical system : If we introduce homogeneous variables, F(x , %)

= A*XA\ becomes a co variant of R(x), and among all possible forms of F(x, £)

this is the only integral rational covariant of R(x). Hence follows further

that the expressions (26) and (28) for a(wxx» ) and <p(w"°<> ) are covariants of R(x)

with the two sets of variables x, x0 of index — 1 and + 2 respectively. Sub-

stituting therefore in the expression for cru and fu, wr"° for u, we see that

the coefficients are rational integral invariants of R(x) , and that if we write

- M2„+l 1 M2„-2

™ - S a" (2n + 17! '      «U "i? + S 6» (2n~Zf\

a   and 6   are of index 2n.    This reveals the apriori reason why in the  ex-
it n y j

pansions of au and $u the second term is missing, viz : because there exists no

rational integral invariant of the biquadratic of index 2.
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Similar results hold for the functions cr(u)x with respect to the simultaneous

system <£A, i/VA •

If we wish to make the second term in the expansion of Al(u)k equal to zero,

we must choose for F(x, £) the value

F(x, £) = $|>A(»)*A(0 + *A(fW-A(aO] .

The coefficients of the expansion of Al(u)K will then still be integral rational

invariants of the system cbK , ->/V\ , and the JPfunction so determined is connected

with cr(u)x by the relation

Al(u\= eie*"V(«)A.

It is essentially the same as the function Al(u) used by Weierstrass in his

first paper on elliptic functions (Werke I, p. 1).

§ 5.   The partial differential equations for the a-functions.*

If we differentiate an integral of the first or second kind with respect to one

of the roots of R(x), a, the result is an integral of the second kind. Hence

we may write for any canonical system w ,  Z :

dw 7 rr
^r— = kw — nZi + r, ,
da '

dZ T
-=— = — Iw — k'' Z + r„ ,
da 2

where k , k', I, n are constants, and rx, r2 are rational functions of x , y .

Integrating around closed paths independent of a, we obtain for the

periods :

la --K-™?,
(36) (22 =--1,2)

Ta =-la>^- kr>»

and the relation (3) shows that k' = k.

From (36) and the definition of the ©-functions we easily derive the partial

differential equation for ©A

5,-1^^,-^1.3(37) ^ = -l®,\lu2+2na-]-ku ^+ \n-^2        (1 = 0. 1, 2, 3)

*Compare: Wkiehstkass, Werke II, p. 244 ; Bolza, American Journal of Mathe-

matics, vol. 21, p. 107, and the references there given ; also a continuation of that paper in

one of the forthcoming numbers of the American Journal.
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From this partial differential equation a number of important consequences

can be derived.

A.   Concerning the odd a-function.

For Klein's canonical system (34), the constants k, I, n have the following

values :
¿__  i   B^(a)__        3_
k~     T-z R'(a)-      ^dal°e¿1'

(38)
ft       n_2_

6R'(a) '     ~~ Ä'(a) '

A being the discriminant of R : A = g\ — 21g23 .

(a) Value of ®'(0).

Differentiating (37) and putting u = 0 we obtain for X = 0 :

¿loga>ri©'(0)=-f¿.

Hence

(39) ©'(0) = CcoiM

C being independent of the a's.    The value of C is found by a limiting process :

C = tr-i.

(b) Second proof of the invariantive properties of the coefficients in the ex-

pansion of au.

From (37) we further derive the following partial differential equation for au :

d2a

du2
(40) R'(a) 3£ = A. gya + TV B"(a) [ « ^ - a ] +

Here we substitute for a its expansion ; then we obtain for the quotient,

P =«A   6 ,

(4i) ç£-o. Ç-S-». Ç*5-«.

the summations extending over the four roots of R(x). Besides In is a homo-

geneous function of dimension zero of the coefficients of R(x) ; but these

properties characterize I as an absolute invariant of R(x) ; hence an is an in-

variant of index 2n.
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(c) Recursion formula for the expansion of au.

Form the differential equation (40) for the four roots of R(x), and introduce

the coefficients of R(x) instead of the roots.    The final result is : *

If H denotes the Hessian of R (x) and H its coefficients, and if the opera-

tor 8 is defined by

au satisfies the partial differential equation

-a

(42) 2Sa = ^g2u2a+Iu2,

which furnishes for the coefficients the recursion-formula :

(43) an+x = 2oan - ln(2n + l)g.2an_x,

with a{) vat 1 , a, = 0 ; for its application notice that

8r/?. = 6</31 êi/3 = hrî ■

B.   Concerning the even afunctions.

To obtain the analogous results for the even tr-functions, it is simpler to

start from the canonical system characterized by (11) and (9 = 1. For this sys-

tem the values of k , I, n are :

(44)
_      , 3 log V^ 1   Rj,t 2

n =
da       ' »#'(«)' R'(a)

R^ being the resultant of c¡> = cbK and i/V = i//\, and A^, A^ their respective

discriminants.

(a)  The ®K-zero-values.

Put in (37) u = 0 and remember that for this canonical system @''(0)A = 0.

Then

¿iog«r*o(0)x--!¿.

Hence follows

(45) O(0)A= G>{AJA»,

where CÁ is independent of the a's and is found to be

CK =  2Í7T-Í .

*Already given by Pascal, Annali di Matemática (2), vol. 17, p. 278.
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(b) Second proof for the invariantive properties of the coefficients of the ex-

pansion of a(u\ .

From (37) we derive

fA*\ J?«JdAl*        1     ̂ ¿logWI 1P       2,, *Ah
(46)       R'(a) \-^ - \u -du   —^—\ = ÄVA + -AW- '

Hence follows for the coefficients ca of the expansion

u2"

^K=SC«(^)!'
on setting

n u

P=f'A'2A/,

Besides P is a homogeneous function of dimension zero of the coefficients of

$ and of the coefficients of i/r. Hence it follows that Jn is an absolute invariant

of the system cb, -v/c ; consequently cn is a simultaneous invariant of cb and -yjr

of index 2n.

(c) Recursion formula for the expansion of Al(u)x.

Write (46) for the four roots of R(x), add, and introduce the coefficients of

cb and -i/r instead of their roots.    The final result is :

Let D denote the operator

fl=äN>4,+A'i>4]'
and  A^= (cb,  ifV)2 ; then  Al(tt)K satisfies the following partial  differential

equation

? Al 7AAÏ
(48) D(Alk) = \ A„u -^ + TV B^AK + -=-¿ .

Hence follows for the coefficients cn in the expansion

u2n

the recursion formula

(49) cn+, = P>(cJ - nAHcit - j »(2» - l)P^cn_,

with c0 = 1, Cj = 0.

Since

(50) P>(P^) = 0,  D(AH) = A^-R^

the coefficients are integral functions of A^ and R^.

University of Chicago, January 7, 1900.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc, 5.


